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Intermodulation Distortion in Tape Recording*

ROBERT Z. LANGEVIN

Ampex Corporation, Audio Division, Sunnyvale, California

The causes of intermodulation distortion in magnetic tape recording are discussed.' A close
correlation exists between harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion measurements when

the individual orders of distortion are measured separately.
It is shown that nonsymmetrical input signals can be a source of intermodulation in tape

recording. A reason is suggested why our ear will tolerate high percentages of intermodulation
distortion in music.

CCORDING to Helmholtz, 1 the difference tones esso- signal. The second term of the expansion produces second
ciated with intermodulation distortion were first dis- harmonic distortion and the first order sum and difference

covered in 1745 by Sorge, a German organist. It was quite tones. The third term produces third harmonic distortion
natural that a musician should first publicize them since our and the second-order sum and difference frequencies, etc.
ear, being nonlinear, will create the many spurious tones Table I lists the components resulting from the first, second
that comprise intermodulation distortion. Helmholtz, in the

TASLE I. l_requeney components from a nonlinear function
1850's, discovered the IM sum tones, which are more difficult (L and f2 applied).

to hear because of the masking effect of the harmonics.
Our desire to look a little deeper into IM distortion lstTerm 2ndTerm 3rdTerm 4thTerm

originatedwith an attempt to locate the causes for IM in A A_ L L

a recording of an electric guitar. A passage from the re- f2 2_1 f3_l f42f_
cording was made into a loop and a wave analyzer was used 2f_ af_ 4f2
to determine the amplitude of the various components, f_-f2 2f_-f2 afb-f2
Several unwanted tones were noted. We then attempted f_+f2 2f_+f_ 3f_+f22f_- L af_- L
to duplicate these spurious tones using sine waves recorded 2f2q-f_ 3f2q-f_
at the same frequency and peak-to-peak level as the original 2L- 2f_2f_q-2f2
recording. A discrepancy between the two sets of data
influencedus to look closer at IM distortion.

Intermodulation distortioncan only be created by mixing and thirdorder effects.If the seriesexpansion iscontinued
two frequenciesina nonlinearsystem:a singlefrequency tothehigherorders,itbecomesapparentthatIM products
will only produce harmonic distortion. The many extra occur at regularintervalsand constitutea series. This in-
frequenciesassociatedwith IM can be obtained'by substi- tervalseems to bear a relationshipto the ratioof the funda-
tutinge: E1 sin_o_tq- E2 sin(o2tintothepowerseriesof mentalfrequenciesand isalwaysequaltoor smallerthan
thefollowingtransferfunction:s,'a the lowestof the frequencies.For example,fundamental

The firstterm in the seriesresultsin the desiredoutput frequenciesof 100 and 150 cps willproduce IM products
Eout-- aleq-ace2q-a3e3-Jr-a4e4q- .... at 50 cpsintervals.Luckily_thehigherorderproductsare

usually greatlyattenuated. (There has been some confu-
* Presented October 17, 1962 at the Fourteenth Annual Fall Con- sion in the literature concerning whether the IM products

vention of the Audio Engineering Society, New York. resulting from the second term in the expansion should be
1. H. L. F. Helmholtz, Sensations of Tone (Dover Publications called first order or second order. I am using the conven-Inc., New York, 1954), pp. 152-173.
2. F. Langford-Smith, Radiotron Designers' Handbook (Radio tion established by Helmholtz that calls these signals first

Corporation of America, Harrison, N. J., 1954), pp. 62, 611. order products.)
3. J. S. Aagaard, "An Improved Method for the Measurement of

In the tape recording process, the second order productsNon-linear Audio Distortion," IRE Trans. on Audio AU-6, 121,
(November-December, 1958). (Continued on Page 272)
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vu meter disconnected so it would not conffibute second

order products; 3. IM measurements made at the same peak-
to-peak voltage input as the single sine wave used for har-
monic measurements. Therefore, the input vu meter read-

-lo 3o% ing for harmonicmeasurementsis 3.8 db above the reading
for IM; 4. Only one difference tone has been plotted. As-
suming flat frequency response and equal input fundamen-
tals, the amplitude of the sum and difference tones in any

_- .20 lo% particular order will be the same; 5. Harmonic measurements--a

__*- made at 500 cps, IM made with tones of 400 plus 500 cps;
o 6. The dottedportionsof the curveshowapproachto the

noiselevelandareindoubt.
z _ -30 3% Figure 1 shows a close correlation between the amplitude
o _ of the harmonicdistortioncomponentand the amplitudeof

_c the IM difference tone. They both rise with the square of
O za the input signal until tape saturation is approached. In
_' "' -40 I% other words, a 6 db rise in input results in a 12 db increase

in unwanted tone/fundamental ratio.
Figure 2 shows a plot of second harmonic distortion and

a_
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RECORD INPUT DB _ i-- NOISE BALANCE

Fzc. 1. Third harmonic distortion and one second-order intermodu- _ _ CENTER

lation difference signal as a function of record input signal. _n g-- u.
a m -40 l%

>

(third harmonic distortion) will normally predominate. They
are caused by the magnetic tape itself. Assuming that the
amplifiers contribute negligible second order products, the _ .so a%
only factors that will change the amplitude of these effects
will be the type of tape, the bias current, and the absolute
level of the magnetizing force. .60 ._%

Theoretically, the first order effects should not be present
in a tape recording. On a practical level, they may be NmSEBALANCE
caused by any of the following: 1. Amplifier nonlinearity; 'CENTEnED
2. Unsymmetrical bias waveform; 3. Magnetized heads; and .2o ._o o +1o ,20
4. dc leakage current in the record head. RECORD_NPUTDB

Most professional tape recorders have a noise balance Fro. 2. Second harmonic distortion and the first-order intermodula-
control that balances bias waveform or adds a small dc tion differencesignal as a function of record input.

current through the record head to balance out a nonsym- first order difference tone, bot h with noise balance centered
metrical bias waveform. It is quite often adjusted to cancel (symmetrical bias waveform) and with it maladjusted
amplifier distortion, and, on occasion, is maladjusted to corn- slightly. In the balanced case the effects of distortion can-
pletely cancel the distortion in an audio oscillator connected cellation can be seen. The null is quite sharp in the har-
to the input, monic distortioncurveand probably results from cancella-

Figure 1 shows a plot of third harmonic distortion and tion with amplifier distortion. The IM null occurs at a
second order IM distortion vs input to the record amplifier, different level and could be influenced by higher order dif-
Zero on the X axis is equivalent to the operating level signal ference tones that coincide in frequency. When the noise
from an Ampex standard tape. This is the nominal 1% balance is maladjusted, the distortion caused by the asym-
distortion point. In all of the curves the following condi- metrical bias predominates and the cancellation disappears.
tions apply: 1. Bias set to peak at a long wavelength; 2. (Continued on Page 274)
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When the first-order effects are caused by a single source, if the following points are remembered: 1. The distortion

both the percent harmonic distortion and the percent differ- in the signal generator must be lower than the expected
, ence tone increase at an approximately linear rate--a 6 db distortion of the equipment (this necessitates filters); and

increase in input gives a 6 db increase in the unwanted- 2. The hatmonics being measured must lie in the passband
signal/fundamental ratio. As in the case of second order of the system.
effects, the correlation between IM and harmonic distortion When we made the comparison between a guitar recording
is quite good. and its sinewave equivalent, one glaring discrepancy existed:

Figure 3 shows a plot of first order difference tone vs there was a first order difference tone at the difference fre-
quency of the fundamentals which appeared in the musical

-40 i ' I I I _. 1% passage,but not in the sinewaveduplication. It was deter-

 JJt Jj 1 J J I I_J'_''1_'__ mined that this was caused by the nonsymmetrical natureo ir.._k...i il-1 of the musical tone--the positive peaks were higher than' _ ! I .3% the negative peaks. Figure 4 shows the results of a test to

"" "'-6o .a% Ti' J l Jl I/il, J [ I I J, lllllq_l
_ _ J I I J IIIII I J I I [/U_.

, I P II}
., '" _ _ I' / I I I1/_/_1LB I _ I I / I htl/t.7o .': ,,,-z._ C J J I I I I!l I J I I I JuIuJ

,,-" J _ I __ J Em I I I I J IIn"I I-'o ..4o I '%
z _- i J J i I I I I- 4,3o& It II- 9 I t I I T._"'T'TI ,

-36 .38 .40 NULL -40 .38 O _ i I ' t I'"ki I
B,ASNO,SEBALANCEPOSmON _ _z .iS I = ! i I I _ !

Fro. 3. First-order intermodulationdistortion as a function of the _ _

second harmonic content of the bias waveform.._O

bias symmetry. This curve was obtained by measuring IM _ g -,olli t [ i I I / J!l'as the bias oscillator balance control was varied through its

null position; .the second harmonic component of the bias L I J 1 i-J_-_-l--!-J-:-i'_-_-Jwaveform was used as an approximation of bias symmetry. _ I, i i i I _ Ii it

A sharp null in IM occurs at a point near the null of bias 0 ._ .2 .a .4 ._
second harmonic' distortion. The lack of coincidence be- x/P

tween the nulls shows either distortion cancellation or poor Fro. 4. Second harmonic distortion of a sinewavemixed.w_th a -
rectangular wave as a function of the symmetry of the rectangular

correlation between bias symmetry and bias second her- wave. Sinewave: 3 v peak-to-peak. Rectangular wave: 6.5 v peak-
monic distortion. _'" to-peak-..

It would appear that there is a discrepancy between the

data in Figs. 1 and 2 and a SMPTE IM measurement: the prove this theory. A sinewave was mixed with a rectangu-
SMPTE might show 10% IM distortion where Fig. 1 shows lar wave whose pulse width could be varied. The second
less than 1%. This is because such a comparison is un- harmonic distortion of the sinewave was plotted vs the pulse-.
warranted--no correlation can exist. All of the present width-to-pulse-period ratio. The first order nonlinearity in-
common IM measurement techniques leave much to be de- creases as the wave shape, starting from a sinewave, becomes
sired when applied to tape recorders. The SMPTE method asymmetrical due to the rectangular pulse. The distortion
that records a low-frequency fundamental plus a high fre- reaches a maximum and returns to the same value as the

quency in the ratio of 4:1 reads the rms sum of the distor- original sinewave when the rectangular pulse becomes a sym-
tion components. It is a good check for the low-frequency metrical squarewave. At the top of the graph, the wave-
linearity of the tape recording but does not separate one shapes applied to the input are pictured, showing how they
order of distortion from another and tells nothing about the shift with respect to the zero axis as the symmetry is varied.
high-frequency linearity. The CCIF method, which records This phenomenon seems understandable since this unsym-
two high frequencies and measures the first order difference metrical signal is mixed with the bias in the recording
product/_-f2, fails to consider the second order and higher process. If the lopsided input signal is of sufficient ampli-
products. The writer feels the only adequate way to evalu- tude, this will result in the combined signal being unsym-
ate a tape recorder is to measure separately a component metrical. Figure 3 showed how the first order distortion
from each of the orders of distortion. As seen from Figs. 1 increased as the bias wave became unsymmetrical. It seems
and 2, harmonic distortion measurements express system logical to expect unsymmetrical musical tones to have a
nonlinearity as well as IM measurements. It is quite adc- similar effect.
quate to use the harmonics as a measurement of linearity (Continued on Page 276)
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TAPETRANSFERFUNCTION One possible explanation for the toleration of IM distor-

+2o I i [ I I ' ' i tion in music is that these spurious tones may not be as dis-

i -_--- -_ sonant as was originally thought. Table II shows the fre-

_ j J/ L
_ ' I FREQUENCY RATIQ 2:1 (f2 = 2fl) FREQUENCY RATIO 3:2 (f2 = 3/2 fl)'-', _ j

, RESPECTTOf I _ESPECTTOf 1 _ _ 2 2 2 2 2 2
_ 0 '_ MUSICAL NOTE C C G C E G USlCAL NOTE C C G C E G C G

FUNDAMENTAL fi f? FUNDAMENTAL fl f2

,.OR0_R,M J×J I×1111 I_'O.... '_
/ - l

-20 * , , .' RESPECTTOf 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 T 3 ESPECTTOf 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 WT_''4

-20 -'J0 0 +'JO +20 MUSJCALNOTE F F C F A C F G A LISICALNOTE C O C E G C D E g

RECORD INPUT FUNDAMENTAl. fl f2 FJFLNDAMENTALfl fR J

IFig. 5. Playback output of a 500-cps signal at 15 ips as a function _ dHARMOniC X

of record input, using a typical professional magnetic tape. bIMjl;O_RD_;jMI X X X X X X J]stORDE .... J J I xl J J [ [_ORDE.... I×1 I I I I×1×1
One begins to wonder how one can even begin to make

a usable recording with all these unwanted distortion prod- quency ratio of the IM products for four harmonious musical
ucts present. The answer is that the distortion products relationships--the octave, the fifth, the fourth, and the
would never be noticed if the program peaks were kept major third, arranged in order of decreasing harmony. In
within the linear region of the tape transfer function--no all four cases, the IM products are related to the fundamen-
farther than "operating level." Figure 5 shows this transfer tal by fractions of reasonably small integers. In the octave,
function. However, the dynamic range of tape is limited, all distortion products coincide with notes of the musical
so it is necessary to record peaks into the nonlinear regions, scale; in the musical fifth, only one second order sum tone

It has often been stated in the literature that IM is ob- fails to land on a musical note; in the fourth, the first-order
jectionable because the unwanted tones are inharmonic. 4 sum tone and one second-order sum tone miss the scale;
It is true that the IM products do not usually coincide with the two second-order sum tones in the major third fail to
harmonics of the fundamentals, but do they always produce coincide with the scale. In all of these cases, at least four
discord? In case of recording sound effects where no har- of the six IM products are relatively harmless. It therefore
mony exists, IM will completely ruin a high-level recording, follows that if the music is harmonious there is a good chance
The recording of jangling keys is a case in point. However, the IM products will also be harmonious and not too notice-
music generally follows certain rules of harmony in order able. A musician will probably find fault with this explana-
to sound pleasingfi In general, to sound well when played tion, bringing out that just because the unwanted notes fal!
together, frequencies must be related to each other by a on the scale they will not necessarily sound pleasing. How-
fraction of small integers. More specifically, the accepted ever, if these notes do coincide with the scale, there is a
theory originated by Helmholtz states that tones are har- good chance that they will be masked or only dissonant
monious or consonant as long as their fundamental and enough to produce a slight roughening of the selection. A
overtones do not produce beats. Beats are a familiar musician may also note that the frequency relationships in
phenomena to us all but are sometimes confused with the Table II apply to the pure scale and that most musical
first order difference tone associated with intermodulation, selections are played in the even-tempered scale where the
Beats are an interference type phenomenon which will result notes are not arranged as fractions of small integers. How-
when two frequencies are mixed in a linear or nonlinear ever, it should be remembered that the even-tempered scale
system. '5,° The result to the ear and as viewed on an oscillo- is a compromise and results in beats at a rate slow enough
scope is a signal varying in amplitude at the beat rate fl'f2, not to be objectionable. It would appear that since these
The wave analyzer will not discover a signal at the beat rate notes are not objectionable, the distortion products would
frequency. On the other hand, the IM difference tone is be no more objectionable on the even-tempered scale than
created by a nonlinear system and thus can be detected, on. the ideal scale.

However, there are also times in music when IM can be
4. F. Langford-Smith, op. cit. quite obnoxious. It can be seen from Table II that there
5. James Jeans, Science and Music (Cambridge University Press, is normally one first-order difference tone and one second-

London, England, 1961), pp. 46-51, 152-159.
6. A. I-I. Benade, Horns, Strings and Harmony (Doubleday and order difference tone below the lowest fundamental fre-'

Co., Inc., Garden City, N. Y., 1960), p. 77-78. (Continued on Page 278)
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quency. While these tones are not usually dissonant, the lng the problem. The remainingdistortion should then be
musician who made the original recording knows he did not second-order products caused by the tape. The only way
play those notes. In addition, the second-order sum tones this distortion can be reduced is to lower the record input.
can be a very irritating source of disturbance when the re- A 5 db reduction in level will result in a 5 db degradation
cording nears tape saturation. The tones in themselves in signal,to-noise ratio but a 10 db improvement in signal-
seem quite innocent, being related to the fundamentals by to-distortion:product ratio. And it still appears that the
small fractions. But in some cases these sum tones will beat, best instrument for making this distortion-noise compromise
causing a "buzz" with pure tones or a familiar "fuzziness" is the trained ear.
in complextones. Here the beat is the trouble-maker. If *
either of the sum tones is removed with a filter, the buzz Acknowledgements: to Les Paul for being the best IM
will disappear. This buzz will not always occur. To be distortion analyzer in the industry today, and J. G. Mc-
objectionable, beats must bear a particular relationship to Knight for suggesting that intermodulation distortion does
the fundamental frequency causing them. 7 A 50 cps beat not have to be dissonant.
cannot be heard between 100 and 150 cps but is highly
objectionable between fundamentals of 600 and 650 cps. In
the case of a high-level recording of 500 and 400 cps, the THE AUTHOR
fundamental beat is not noticeable but the beat between Robert Z. Langevin was born in 1925 in California. lie

the second-order sum tones at 1300 and 1400 cps produces attended the University of Colorado and the University of
a loudbuzz. Michigan,where he receivedthe B.S.E.E.degree in 1946.

Through 1950 he worked for companies founded by his
In conclusion, then, what can be done to reduce distortion? father: Langevin Manufacturing Corporation, and Carl Lange-

First, one should make sure that the bias is adjusted prop- vin, Inc. In 1951 he joined Ampex Corporation and became
erly for the tape being used. (Underbias, sometimes_used to associated with the engineering of audio tape recorders. In
increase high-frequency response, causes an increase in dis- 1960 he served with Vega Electronics Corporation as project

tortion.) Second, the bias waveform symmetry should be engineer for wireless microphones. He rejoined Ampex in
1961, and is now an electronic engineer in its Audio Division.

adjusted to minimize first-order effects, making sure that Mr. Langevin is a member of the Institute of Electrical and

amplifier distortion and magnetized heads are not compound- Electronic Engineers and a charter member of the Audio Engi-
neering Society.

7. James Jeans, op. cit.
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